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These earrings are inspired by modern Indian design. 
Over twenty filaments of silver stack up to create 
a classic yet very unique pair of earrings that was 
inspired by the bamboo rungs in this long boat!

Nirvana Step Ladder Earrings



Mousumi is passionate about everything she pursues in life, which is why Sikara is so special to her. Her pas-
sion for traveling internationally rose out of her deep desire to better understand our world: to understand the 
history of countries, to hear the stories of the local people and, of course, to experience their culture.

In addition to her entrepreneurial and private sector interests, Mousumi also has an interest in government 
and nonprofits. Her experiences in public service range from serving as a Congressional Page when she was a 
teenager to serving in the National Economic Council at the White House for Dr. Laura D’Tyson and President 
Bill Clinton while in college. She is also dedicated to the mission of empowering others through entrepreneur-
ship and leadership and is currently a member of the Entrepreneurship Organization in Austin.  Recently she 
was awarded the Austin 40 Under 40 Award for Business and Entrepreneurship.  She is also co-President of 
the Harvard Business School Club of Austin and is very involved in the community.  

Through Sikara, Mousumi is able to pursue her passion of giving back.  Since launching company, Sikara has 
supported over 40 nonprofit organizations around the US and world.  In addition, recently the company has 
started a charitable partnership program, working with organizations on creating special pieces to help with 
fundraising. 

Mousumi graduated from the University of Pennsylvania with a B.A. in South Asia Regional Studies and a B.S. 
in Economics from the Wharton School. She finished her joint masters degree at Harvard Business School 
and the Kennedy School of Government. During her time off, she enjoys photography (she has shot all of the 
travel photos for the company), spending time with her family and friends, rowing on the river, reading, and 
gallivanting around the globe.
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THE STORy

Sikara is inspired from the Indian word, Shikara, which means houseboat. It symbolizes the journey we take in life, which results 
in a fusion of experiences. As a teenager, founder Mousumi Shaw grew up working with her mother, an immigrant from India, 
as she started up her own jewelry company in the United States. After finishing graduate school, Mousumi decided to go back 

to her roots and launch Sikara, which incorporates her passions for art, jewelry, and other cultures.

She travels the world, taking photographs of architecture, food, culture, and nature.  From these images, she draws inspiration 
and works with her team of international designers to create country collections around her experiences. Through these collec-

tions, Mousumi takes you on a voyage, sharing the culture and history of each country.

Sikara is Modern Fusion JewelryTM and is a reflection of Mousumi’s life as a first generation Indian- American. Although her 
ancestral roots are from India, she has been influenced by a multi-cultural world. Her travel and life experiences in over forty 

countries have become engrained in her personality, her sense of style and the design of Sikara.

“Fusion” represents our lives in today’s world. It is a blend of our past heritage and a new modern spirit. Sikara speaks to this 
fusion. Sikara’s sterling silver jewelry collection is elegant, powerful and a fusion of style. The current collection includes 

designs inspired from India, Mexico, Italy, Spain, Brazil, and Egypt.

of modern fusion jewelry 



Milan has long been considered the fashion capital of the world. The use of sterling silver in the 
Milano Collection is reminiscent of the textiles used to create the fabulous wears you find in the 
beautiful vitrines throughout the city. Delicate and thin yet texturally interesting, the pieces from 

the Milano Collection are timeless and edgy. 

Italy, a country famous for its 
innovative fashion and food, has al-

ways had an appreciation for jewels. 
A flair for design is apparent in our 

Capri Collection, which is marked by 
elegance and luxury. 

Milano Collection

Mousumi named this piece after the famous Capri 
Sailboat. The faceted cut aqua chalcedony is shaped 
like the mast on the sailboat. An architecturally 
beautiful piece, there is a space between the stone 
and silver side of the ring.

Capri Sail Cocktail Ring

Capri Collection

THE ITALy COLLECTION

This ring is inspired by modern Italian fabrics. It is 
classic in style with a unique criss-cross wrap band 
design. It can be worn casually or for an elegant 
evening out.

Italian Step Latter with Stone
During Mousumi’s first visit to Milan, she ended up wandering the streets of 
this fashion capital. She fell in love with the quality fabrics and designs she 
saw in boutique after boutique. These earrings are refined, sexy and sophisti-
cated! Mousumi loves them because they are also very light weight!

Milano Mesh Tear Drops



Jaipur, the capital city of the Northern 
Indian state of Rajasthan, is one of the most 
vibrant and colorful cities of India. Jaipur is 
the world’s largest gem-cutting center and, 

therefore, productes some of the best semi-
precious stone ranging from garnets and 

iolite to topaz and peridot. Jewelry is seen 
as an investment and as an identity marker, 

which is evident by the plethora of orna-
ments worn by the people of India.

Jaipuri Collection

THE INDIA COLLECTION

These earrings are Sikara’s most favorite and best 
selling earrings. Classic and contemporary, the 
design is inspired by modern India.

Classic Swirly Earrings

In India, mantras are spoken verses that 
are used in meditation to help the mind 

think more clearly. The Buddhists consider 
mantras to be of religious significance and 

power. Our Mantra Collection has been 
inspired by modern designs and symbols. 
Unique, powerful and divine, these are 

statement pieces. 

Mantra Collection



The Art Deco line showcases bold Mexican de-
signs characterized by squares, circles, and lines. 
The term ‘Art Deco’ was developed in the early 
20th Century during the war years. Although the 
term originated in Paris, art deco has crossed 
many cultural borders, acquiring a unique pres-
ence in each country. It was the beginning of a 
generation of cosmopolitan art and was synony-
mous with moderninity. In Mexico, elements of 
folkloric handicraft traditions were molded with 
formal characterists of art deco. 

Bloom Collection

THE MEXICO COLLECTION

Art Deco Collection
The Bloom collection highlights the beauty of 
Mexico’s landscape. It is organic and dainty in 
design and feel. These designs replicate nature 
and often incorporate organic materials, such as 
wood, into the designs. This fun and unique ring from our Mexico 

collection features 8 bands, secured 
together by a sterling silver spine.

Lucky 7 Slider Ring

During Mousumi’s visit to Mexico City, she was inspired by 
the bold shapes, art, and architecture of the city. Her visit 

to Mexico inspired this necklace. This style can be worn 
as a long necklace or wrapped twice, making it possible to 

wear this necklace with many styles of shirts.

Circulo Chain Necklace



Arabesque Collection

THE EGyPT COLLECTION

The Arabesque Collection is inspired by Egyp-
tian architecture and ancient hieroglyphics. 
As you meander through the walkways of 
the Khan el-Khalili market and streets of Old 
Cairo, Egyptian architecture engulfs you in its 
complex geometric decorative designs and in-
tricate patterns that adorn palaces, mosques 
and public areas. Geometric motifs found in 

the architecture express logic and order, char-
acterized by Islamic art and designs. This col-
lection is also influenced by hieroglyphics, the 
earliest form of Egyptian script which are syn-
onymous with Egyptian history and are evi-
dent in everything from the columned halls of 
the Karnak temple to the Valley of the Kings 
and Queens.

Inspired by the seductive chains of Egyptian belly 
dancers, this three stranded necklace features 
approximately 43 delicate, brushed paisley petals. 
Perfectly polished for evening wear and striking 
enough to glam-up a more casual ensemble, this 
piece will beguile and inspire!

Raqs Sharqui Necklace

Zamalek Collection
Egypt is an amazing place where century old traditions co-
exist with modern technology and lifestyles. Cairo, known 
as the Jewel of the Orient, is one of the largest cities in 
the Middle East and Africa. The name of this collection is 
inspired by the Zamalek section of Cairo, an island in the 
Nile that lies between modern downtown Cairo and Giza. 
The Zamalek Collection captures the ancient and modern 
influences of Egyptian art and luxury.

To the ancient Egyptians, the Scarab beetle symbolized 
hope and the restoration of life. Bring the luck of the 

Scarab beetle with you, when you wear these beautiful 
earrings from our Egyptian collection.

Khepri Scarab Beetle Earrings



THE BRAZIL COLLECTION

Amazon Collection
This collection of more organic designs is inspired by the 
Amazon Rainforest. The Amazon represents over half of 
the planet’s remaining rainforests, and it comprises the 
largest and most species-rich tract of tropical rainforest 
in the world. The first time Mousumi visited Brazil, right 
out of college, she fell in love with the country and it’s 
people. Fascinated with the history and cross-pollination 
of cultures, Mousumi was impressed with the warmth 
and love of life the culture exudes. This warmth trans-
lates into fashion, art and design.

Inspired by the famous black and white side-
walk that spans the Ipanema Beach in Rio, this 
earring and bracelet set captures the dramatic 

pattern that lines the famous beach. 

They are one of Mousumi’s favorites.

Ipanima Earrings & Bracelet 

Rio Collection
Rio, the nickname for Rio de Janeiro, 
is the main tourist destination in the 
Southern Hemisphere because of its 
lively culture and explosive energy. 
Rio is famous for its natural settings, 

including Sugarloaf Mountain, Carnival 
celebrations, samba, and hotel- lined 
tourist beaches, such as Copacabana, 
Ipanema and Leblon. All of which are 
the inspirations for the Rio collection.

This distinctive circular pendant features 12 
hoops that hang individually that create a 

fun and unique orbiting effect.

Rio Onze Concentric Circle Pendant



THE SPAIN COLLECTION

Bilbao Collection
Bilbao is the inspiration for some of our most ar-
tistic and architecturally innovative pieces in the 
Spanish Collection. During Mousumi’s visit to this 
beautiful Northern Spanish city, she was inspired 
by the famous Guggenheim Museum, a museum 
to modern and contemporary art. The curves on 
the building were designed to appear random 
and the metallic material used reminded her of 
silver! The fluidness of the curves is reflected in 
each piece of the Bilbao collection. 

Barcelona Collection
Barcelona, one of the most well known cit-
ies in Spain, is an important cultural center 
and a major tourist destination with rich 
cultural heritage. The city is particularly re-
nowned are architectural works of Antoni 
Gaudi.  Mousumi fell in love with his unique 

and bold work as it was whimsical, color-
ful and full of patterns. Gaudi was a Spanish 
architect and had an Art Nouveau Modern-
ist style and was famous for his unique and 
highly individualistic designs. His design 
aesthetic translates into our unique pieces.

Crawling amidst the Guggenheim Museum 
in Bilbao is a large spider sculpture by the 
famed artist Louise Bourgeois. Having made 
a lasting impression on Mousumi during her 
travels, this ring calls to mind the organic de-
sign of one of Bourgeois’ greatest sculptures. 

Architectural Araña Ring
Make any outfit shimmer with this modern 
cocktail ring from our Spanish collection. 

Inspired by the geometric shapes of Antoni 
Gaudi’s work in Barcelona, the stones of 
this ring are scattered atop a circular bed 

of Sterling Silver.

Gaudi Mosaic Cocktail Ring



During Mousumi’s first visit to Seville, Spain, she 
fell in love with flamenco dancers. In their beauti-
ful colorful dresses, they adorn themselves with 
flowers. This ring is a modern interpretation of 
these flowers. The ring has both an oxidized and 
classic silver finish and provides a modern and 
sleek look to any ensemble.

Bilbao Oxodized Flower Ring

For additional information please contact
Vanessa Farrow

Vanssa@sikara.com  |  512.565.9504  


